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You’ll find the answer inside 
this book—it’s brimming with 
contractions! Brian P. Cleary’s 
playful rhymes and Brian Gable’s 
humorous illustrations don’t shy 
away from creatively clarifying 
the concept of contractions. 
For easy identification, we’ve 
printed the contractions in 
color. You won’t want to miss 
the comical cats that reinforce 
each idea.

I’m and Won’t, They’re and 
Don’t: What’s a Contraction? 
turns traditional grammar lesson 
on end. Read this book aloud 
and share in the delight of the 
sense—and nonsense—of words.





To Tresa, Kelly, Clare, and Shannon

 
—B.P.C.

Contraction: 

Two (or  

sometimes three) 

words combined into 

one word, using  

an apostrophe



by Brian P. Cleary
illustrations by Brian Gable

 
J Mi l l brook Pre s s  /  Minnea Po l i s
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Contractions 
 take a couple words 
  or sometimes even three
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a  n  d    s  h  r  i  n  k    t  h  e  m    

into only one,

as in, “She’s drinking tea.”
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“She’s” is the contraction,

and it shortens up “she is.”
as in, “That’s mine and his.” 
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“She’s” is the contraction,
It ta

kes two words and makes them one,

as in, “That’s mine and his.” 
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As punctuation goes, 

 contractions always 
      feature these:
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They take the place of le
tters,

and they’re called apost
rophes.
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Take a phrase like “does not.”

You can shorten it to “wasn’t.”Try another: “Was not.”

A contraction makes it 

“doesn’t.”
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You can shorten it to “wasn’t.”Try another: “Was not.”
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Apos
trop

hes help link the words

and repl
ace at least one letter.
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Apos
trop

hes help link the words

and repl
ace at least one letter.

As i
n, “I’m very proudthat I’ve helped make

this lovely sweater.”
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Oftentimes contractions
join another word to “not.”

Like “Shouldn’t it be colder now?”
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Oftentimes contractions Like “Shouldn’t it be colder now?”

and “Can’t I take your spot?” 
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“I don’t think this shoe is mine.”
“ Isn

’t it absurd?”
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All these turn a 
two-word phrase
into one single word.
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Other times, contractionsshorten “are” or “ is” or “am.”
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As in, 
“I’m sure you’re hungry,”

 and “He’s cooking up 
 some ham.”

Other times, contractions
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but three words, for example ,“I’d’ve thought this was the zoo!”

Now and then, contractions
shorten not just two . . .
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but three words, for example ,“I’d’ve thought this was the zoo!”

Now and then, contractions
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“Would ” when it’s contracted
 is reduced to just a “d ”

in words like “I’d” and “sh e’d” 
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in words like “I’d” and “sh e’d” 

as well as “you’d” 
to name just three .
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“Will”  
can

 come in handy 

as 
a fu

ture-tense 

contraction.
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Shrink “she will ” 

 right down to “she’ll”—
  it’s smaller by a fraction.
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Som
etim

es you’ll find 

“have” and “had”

have been
 abbreviated.

Like here: “I’ve got a puppy,”
and “I’d better get him crated.”
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have been
 abbreviated.

Like here: “I’ve got a puppy,”
and “I’d better get him crated.”



In speech and writing, don’t

Aren’t contractions useful words?
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have any fear 
in using them.

(I’m guessing 
that you won’t!)

In speech and writing, don’t
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So what’s a    
   contraction? 
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Do you know?
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